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400th Krone Trailer for freight forwarding
company Peiffer
Werlte/Freisen, January 2016 - Freight forwarding company Peiffer and Fahrzeugwerk Krone are
celebrating two significant anniversaries: For 40 years Peiffer has been a customer of Krone and
recently picked up their 400th Krone vehicle, a Profi Liner. "Krone and Peiffer have a lot in common: As
owner-managed companies we are particularly customer-oriented and innovative. Besides that, we
both act with focus on absolute quality leadership and have therefore decided once again in favour of a
Krone Profi Liner. The Profi Liner is a versatile vehicle with excellent load securing properties", states
Managing Director Axel Peiffer. Bernhard Krone thanked Peiffer for their long-year confidence vested in
Krone. "As far as we are concerned, business relations lasting over generations are a token of excellent,
fair cooperation. Speaking with the customers on an equal footing, taking their concerns and issues
seriously and always offering a suitable solution, that is our philosophy which we consistently pursue.
In this regard, we would like to thank Spedition Peiffer for the confidence vested in Krone and look
forward to continuing this exceptionally good relationship in the future." About Spedition Peiffer:
The freight forwarding business was established by Adolf Peiffer in Wallhausen in 1956. Today's service
centre includes a large warehouse and workshop - the current headquarters of the company was
established in 1970. Additional depots have been opened in Leipzig, Erfurt, Bielefeld, Legnica (Poland)
and Saarbrücken. Peiffer offers regional, national and international transport solutions with routes
from West and East Europe. Scheduled transit times ensure maximum reliability. The fleet currently
includes 70 tractor units and 100 semi-trailers. Please see: <link www.peiffer-spedition.de _blank
external-link-new-window "Öffnet internen Link im aktuellen Fenster">www.peiffer-spedition.de</link>

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.:
SIMON RICHENHAGEN
Phone +49 5951 209-8216 · E-mail: simon.richenhagen@krone.de
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